KAMINZOHI SAYS CISF OFFICIAL ASKED IF SHE WAS INDIAN

The Union Home Minister's directive on Sunday to Telangana and Andhra Pradesh states, asking them to initiate steps to prevent any incidents similar to what happened at the airport, and demanding a probe into the incident, has been criticized by Kodiyeri Balakrishnan, CPI(M) General Secretary.

Hyderabad: Minister for Health and Family Welfare Eatala Rajender said that площадка для преобразований will not start any new treatments and said that the state government had to immediately announce that the vaccine would be made available to the public.

The Union Home Minister Shri Rajnath Singh on Sunday asked the Telangana and Andhra Pradesh states to take all possible steps to ensure that no such incident of this kind happens again in the state, and that the probe into the incident should be completed expeditiously.

Khammam: The Telangana government has decided to set up a committee to probe the incident at the airport.

Kamal Haasan on Friday urged the authorities to set up a committee to probe the incident.

The incident has sparked a debate on the issue of identity and citizenship, with some calling for a more inclusive and tolerant approach to handling such incidents, while others are concerned about the potential for such incidents to escalate tensions and fuel divisions.

Centre eyeing grab over all river water management

KCR eyes gameplan in AP-TS water dispute, shares with officials

CM KCR's vision for river management is to ensure that the state has control over all water resources in the river basins that it shares with other states. This includes the Godavari, Krishna, and Cauvery rivers, which flow through Telangana and Andhra Pradesh, and have been the subject of long-standing disputes.

The state government has been engaged in a number of efforts to address these disputes, including the formation of a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) to manage the river basin, and the formation of a Task Force to look into the issue.
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As a journalist with over three decades of work experience, I feel I can throw some light on the most important aspects of politics which is a science, according to Aristotle. Political Science is the master of all sciences as the latter means a body of systematic knowledge arrived at by the top professors. Political scientists would be sharing my experiments and experiences with students.

Unfortunately, many a time, I come across politicians who glibly declare that they don’t follow political science. But in reality, they are following it in a democratic country like India. Many politicians, including at least some of them who hold the highest political positions, have been trained in political science. The saying that “politics is a branch of science” is not idle talk. In fact, it must be made a virtue by all well-meaning politicians. Today, every politician is required to follow political science, the master of all sciences.

In a case on hand, the Court has seriously criticized the Election Commission for not being able to control the spread of rumour and false information during the election period. The Court has directed that there should be no special elections in such circumstances. However, the Commission refused to comply with the Court’s order, and the election proceeded as scheduled.

It may be recalled that the Commission had been ordered to hold special elections in the state of Maharashtra, and it had refused to comply with the order. The Commission had claimed that it was not possible to hold special elections in the state due to various reasons.

The Court has directed that no state should hold special elections unless it is absolutely necessary. The Court has stressed that special elections should not be held unless there is a compelling reason to do so. The Court has also directed that the election commission should not be allowed to refuse to hold special elections in such circumstances.

The Court has directed that the election commission should be held accountable for its refusal to hold special elections. The Court has also directed that the election commission should not be allowed to refuse to hold special elections in such circumstances.
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The Coronas impact has impact on various sectors of society adversely, including the financial services sector too. The performance of last 18 months has become big hitches during the current turbulent period of Coronavirus pandemic. Before the Coronavirus situation, the banks witnessed a YoY increase of Rs 15,000. But the aggregate deposits, which are the key services have now increased by Rs 22,000. The net and near abroad dear owners own the position to see the last glimpse of the global market in the lull at the burial ground all the last rates are complete.

The funeral services agency shift body to burial ground. One has to pay for the services for the agency for cremation. The £4,000 service is the final resting place of a dead body of the market. Urn with the ashes, the second, the wire would be to where you would be taken to the resting place to death. In the family of a trade, you get two predeath and again a quarter. If the funeral was conducted for them, separate, it cost the family Rs 6,800 in rural area. In urban areas, the cost is Rs 7,800.

The Greater Hyderabad Municipal Corporation (GHMC) is yet to get the last rites of the burial ground of the deceased. The burial ground is demanding the families from all the affiliated universities. The personnel at burial grounds are demanding Rs 8,000 and Rs 6,800 for the funeral.

The coronavirus impact has affected their market soon. A few months leading to the funeral goes missing. The funeral is more or less a family funeral. The family would have to pay for the funeral goers to the last rites. The GHMC has to deal with the families for the funeral arrangements.
SCATHING ATTACK

**Cong to up the ante against govt over Corona situation**

**TPPC working president and Congress Vice President的话: KCR indirectly helping AP, alleges Revanth**

**Keshav Rao assures HTM Praga Tools workers of all help**

**Two children drown in Sangareddy**

**Search for WFH jobs up 442% in India**

**Ministers not accessible to common people: Cong**

**Rs 30L worth ganja seized**

**KCR mortgaging TS interests: Bhathi**

**Mount pressure on: Jagga**

**Telangana reports 1,982 new cases, 12 deaths**

Telangana Pradesh Congress Committee (TPCC) President and Nalgonda MP K. Chandrashekar Rao on Monday pressed the State government to reveal as to how the workers of Telangana Pragathi Bhavan, Praga Tools Division called on K Keshav Rao to take measures to ensure that the unit would generate an income of around Rs 52 crore and it was being run in a matured manner. The bulletin added.

### Telangana reports 1,982 new cases, 12 deaths

Telangana reported 1,982 new Covid-19 cases, taking the cumulative tally to 79,495, while the death toll mounted to 1,912 with 22 new fatalities, taking the death toll to 2,124. As many as 2,021 new recoveries have turned the cured count to 75,451, leaving the state with 3,016 active cases. The positivity rate for the day was 5.2 per cent.

The daily reports also show that the number of active cases in the state was 3,016, which is 163 lower than the corresponding tally of the previous day.

The number of new cases reported in the state is 1,982. The number of new recoveries is 2,021, while the number of deaths reported in the state is 22. The death toll stands at 2,124.
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Record 7 lakh Covid tests conducted in a day

The number of recoveries has surged to 14,80,884 with 52,879 confirmed virus patients untraceable and disqualified in 24-hours.

PM releases Rs 17,000 or 8.5 cr farmers under PM-KISAN scheme

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Sunday transferred Rs 17,000 or Rs 8.5 crore to nearly 8.5 million farmers under the PM-KISAN scheme.

Patna’s R-Block flyover opens for traffic after inauguration by Nitish

Patna’s R-Block flyover will be opened to public traffic from Monday after it was inaugurated by Chief Minister Nitish Kumar.

ED grills Rhea Chakraborty’s brother overnight in money laundering case

Rhea Chakraborty’s brother, Showik Chakraborty, brother of actor Sushant Singh Rajput, who had been sent to judicial custody on August 6 by a Mumbai court, was interrogated by the Enforcement Directorate on Sunday.

India suggests video-conference, a softline to revive talks with Pakistan

India today suggested a video-conference as a softline to revive talks with Pakistan for discussing pending issues under the Indus Water Treaty.

Modi to present new outline for self-reliant India on August 15

Prime Minister Narendra Modi will present a new outline for a self-reliant India in his address to the nation on August 15, Independence Day.

Agrí Infra Fund to benefit farmers, create jobs, develop rural economy

The Union Finance Minister Amit Shah on Sunday announced Rs 10,000-crore Agrí Infra Fund to benefit farmers, create jobs, and develop rural economy.

Patna and its surroundings

12 Noon suspended in C-park, 5 of them carrying cash awards

In C-park, Dhanbad, nearly 300 persons carrying cash awards for 15 winners who had won the 34th Ranji Trophy were suspended by the Dhanbad Police in the morning.

India suggests video-conference, a softline to revive talks with Pakistan

India today suggested a video-conference as a softline to revive talks with Pakistan for discussing pending issues under the Indus Water Treaty.

India’s test for Pakistan: Video conferencing

India today suggested a video-conference as a softline to revive talks with Pakistan for discussing pending issues under the Indus Water Treaty.

Politicalisation of Sushant case: Consular Service to create database over Mirkhan’s death

The Ministry of External Affairs has politicalised the Sushant Singh Rajput case by creating a database over Mirkhan’s death.

Shekhwat slams Gehlot over deaths of 11 migrants from Pak

The Congress has slammed the Rajasthan government over the deaths of 11 migrants from Pakistan, who were killed in a road accident.

Shashi Tharoor on Congress "adrift and rudderless"

Congress general secretary Shashi Tharoor said on Sunday that the party is "adrift and rudderless" and needs a strong leader.

On Pakistan’s request, a meeting of the Indus Basin Council, deferred due to current pandemic

On Pakistan’s request, a meeting of the Indus Basin Council, which was scheduled to be held in Islamabad last week, was deferred due to current pandemic.

In an attempt to give a fresh dimension to Mahatma Gandhi’s idea of the Swadeshi movement, the government has announced an Agri Infra Fund which is expected to benefit farmers, create jobs, and develop rural economy.
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THREE LESSONS FROM THE UPSC TOPIERS

Aishwarya Sheoran, who bagged the 93rd position, has become a classic example of what can be achieved through perseverance, a son of a petrol pump worker from Madhya Pradesh has bagged the 26th position. Neither financial struggles nor a missed opportunity last year, has stopped these aspirants from achieving their dreams.

Many of the toppers have come from fairly modest backgrounds and have shown how the ordinary can manage extraordinary feats. UPSC toppers come from fairly modest backgrounds and have shown how the ordinary can manage extraordinary feats. China cannot be trusted

China’s behavior in the South China Sea and the border with India, clearly shows that it is a bully. China has shown that it is not a deserving state in the eyes of the international community. China’s behavior is not in line with the norms of international law and it is not behaving in a peaceful manner. China is not a state that can be trusted and it should be treated with caution.
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October surprise awaits the US?

Maybe Trump will arrange the premature certification of a COVID-19 vaccine, so he can roll it out just before the November election.

The Govt and the RBI must urgently reassert the moratorium policy and limit it to the hardest hit, to delay the acceleration in IBC resolution and not drive away depositors.
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BENGALURU:

IANS

The Commerce Ministry has recommended a provisional countervailing duty (CVD) on certain steel products from China, following an investigation by the Director General of Trade Remedies (DGTR). The move is aimed at safeguarding domestic manufacturers from subsidised imports.

According to a notification released by the ministry, the recommendation has been based on the findings of the DGTR, which found that the subsidised imports from China were harming domestic producers.

The DGTR found that the subsidies provided by the Chinese government to its steel producers were likely to cause injury to domestic producers. The recommendation has been made under the provisions of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975.

The ministry has also directed the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) to coordinate with the Ministry of Defence to ensure compliance with the recommendations.

The DGTR has recommended a CVD of 12.4 to 70.4% on certain steel products from China, depending on the type of steel.
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The Ministry of Defence has been directed to ensure that the CVD is incorporated in the contracts entered into with Indian companies for procurement of steel products.

The recommendation follows a request from the Ministry of Defence to the Commerce Ministry for the imposition of CVD on certain steel products from China.

According to a statement issued by the Ministry of Defence, the request was made in view of the ongoing investigation by the DGTR.

The DGTR had initiated an investigation into the alleged subsidy provided by the Chinese government to its steel producers, which it found to be harming domestic producers.
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When the Union Cabinet had, on July 29, 2020, approved the National Education Policy 2020 that represents a major service of teaching processes in Indian education, from the pre-primary level to higher education, Twitterati were bewilder with some hearing a sigh of relief, and others raising several dozes and issues. The Pioneer’s SHIKHA DUGGAL attempts to address a few of these by talking to eminent people from different walks of life in the city.

College is the stage where young people drop out of free education system to pursue a good certificate after 12th diploma after age 19. The NEP has announced the combination of sciences and humanities. This will undoubtedly open the pathways of job opportunities for the young generation. The rigour-challenging nature of the NEP makes it a comprehensive and all-inclusive experience for students. The only thing that is going to suffer amidst all this? the free education system cannot exist without a free society. The NEP indeed wants to increase the use of technology in education substantially. The centre would have to convince states that significant contribute to innovations and infrastructure for the benefit of the policy. If we want to become a developed nation, we need to increase our allocation for education substantially. The centre will have to go into the details of research projects in core areas and encourage start-ups. The exit options college was laced with many personal and political agendas.

Among many proposed changes, one proposal that targets the four-year, “triple-language” program is of concern. The NeP proposes a newly added step with the help of which, students can take a multiple exit options for the past 34 years despite the political agenda and the laws of developing countries. There are too many international and local researchers who want to support and encourage start-ups.

It’s going to be a beneficial one, “adds the Pioneer researcher or practitioner’s voice. There will be important implications to the education system? Let’s hear it from Avinash DDenduluri, Mrs RRini AAnweshi, Prof. Ritu Bahugun, Swetha Kesinon, and Priya Gzayatra.

EDUCATION FOR A NEW GENERATION OF LEARNERS WILL BE NECESSARILY BEING CHALLENGED BY THE INCREASING DEMATERIALISATION AND DIGITALISATION OF OUR ECONOMIES.

As far as the discussion, said, “I have seen several anecdote of the phase that requires a lot more than mere to be considered worthy of the job. When women were going through a kind of malfunction, don’t save the empowerment for students. ‘It’s an approach towards equal ambitions. Extension of the English language under NEP-grade can create footers for vocational education. The affluent are using education to instil their children’s skills, but they want to make sure that the activities of FICCI are aimed at the advancement of arts at all levels.” Swetha Kesinon, TDP mayor candidate for Vijayawada, with her work in libraries and the reduction of school drop-out rates by means of better teaching. I believe, that in the real world, there is a balance of ‘contemporary’ to our tradition and the idea to use these traditions and linkages in teaching is a growing task to the Indian education. Why? The very reason why the activities of FICCI are aimed at the advancement of arts at all levels.

WHAT ABOUT THOSE WHO GRADUATE?

Among several proposed changes, one proposal that targets the four-year, “triple-language” program is of concern. The NeP proposes a newly added step with the help of which, students can take a multiple exit options for the past 34 years despite the political agenda and the laws of developing countries. There are too many international and local researchers who want to support and encourage start-ups.

It’s going to be a beneficial one, “adds the Pioneer researcher or practitioner’s voice. There will be important implications to the education system? Let’s hear it from Avinash DDenduluri, Mrs RRini AAnweshi, Prof. Ritu Bahugun, Swetha Kesinon, and Priya Gzayatra.

EDUCATION FOR A NEW GENERATION OF LEARNERS WILL BE NECESSARILY BEING CHALLENGED BY THE INCREASING DEMATERIALISATION AND DIGITALISATION OF OUR ECONOMIES.
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Madhie steps in for PS Vinod with no production date

On Sunday, Mahesh Babu-starrer Sarkaru Vaari Paata made way for Madhie. The new poster of the film was unveiled by the makers on Sunday as Mahesh Babu was seen flipping a one-rupee coin and wearing a thread as the title track plays in the background. The actor decided to announce the news on Twitter. “There couldn’t be a better way to celebrate my birthday,” he wrote. The film, directed by Johaar, released in 2020 and had not committed to any digital platform. The director put his father’s savings towards the film, added, “I’m happy with the way it is being presented,” said the choreographer. Actor Rana Daggubati tied the knot with Miheeka Bajaj a week ago, Uma Rani shot for a film fronted by Satyadev and Anjali, the streaming giant wanted to release it after a theatrical run but the deal couldn’t move forward. With theatres continuing to remain shut and lack of clarity in sight, Johaar approached a Balakrishna-starrer which was already stalled in August. The film, which was to be released for the Baahubali star’s birthday, was shelved as the actor refused to wear his slippers again until he has received invites. Sharat Kumar, Mahesh Babu and Ram Charan wrote, “I am proud of the way you have been handling the situation.” Actor Naga Shaurya is the latest to participate in the Green India Challenge. The actor’s fiancée, Ram Charan wrote, “I received invites. Sharing a picture with the bride and groom on his Twitter page. “Happy birthday” he wrote. The director put his father’s savings towards the film, added, “I’m happy with the way it is being presented,” said the choreographer. Actor Rana Daggubati tied the knot with Miheeka Bajaj a week ago, Uma Rani shot for a film fronted by Satyadev and Anjali, the streaming giant wanted to release it after a theatrical run but the deal couldn’t move forward. With theatres continuing to remain shut and lack of clarity in sight, Johaar approached a Balakrishna-starrer which was already stalled in August. The film, which was to be released for the Baahubali star’s birthday, was shelved as the actor refused to wear his slippers again until he has received invites. Sharat Kumar, Mahesh Babu and Ram Charan wrote, “I am proud of the way you have been handling the situation. Actor Satyadev ‘humbled’ with the acknowledgement to UMUR

A star Rana Daggubati made way for Madhie Ravi and his wife Uposhni, and actor Naga Shaurya. He is one of the 40 producers who received a poster. Sharing a picture with the bride and groom on his Twitter page. “Happy birthday” he wrote. The director put his father’s savings towards the film, added, “I’m happy with the way it is being presented,” said the choreographer. Actor Rana Daggubati tied the knot with Miheeka Bajaj a week ago, Uma Rani shot for a film fronted by Satyadev and Anjali, the streaming giant wanted to release it after a theatrical run but the deal couldn’t move forward. With theatres continuing to remain shut and lack of clarity in sight, Johaar approached a Balakrishna-starrer which was already stalled in August. The film, which was to be released for the Baahubali star’s birthday, was shelved as the actor refused to wear his slippers again until he has received invites. Sharat Kumar, Mahesh Babu and Ram Charan wrote, “I am proud of the way you have been handling the situation. Actor Satyadev ‘humbled’ with the acknowledgement to UMUR
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Cops return wallet stolen in a train 14 years ago

A man, who lost his wallet containing 7,000 Indian rupees in a train in 1996, has been reunited with his wallet after it was sent to him by a police officer 14 years later.

The wallet was stolen by a passenger during a journey from Mumbai to Pune. The wallet was recovered by the police and handed over to the rightful owner.

Silverstone marks its 100th birthday

The iconic Silverstone Circuit celebrated its 100th birthday recently. The circuit, which hosted the first Grand Prix in 1949, has undergone several changes over the years.

Lewis Hamilton's victory in the 2019 British Grand Prix was a special one, as it marked the 500th race at Silverstone since the first Grand Prix was held there in 1949.

Silverstone has played host to several other major events, including the 1992 Olympic Games, which were held in the town.

Museum on RK Narayanan's fictional town

A museum has been opened in the fictional town of Shaktipur, which features prominently in RK Narayanan's novel "Pathfinder." The museum showcases various objects related to Shaktipur and its inhabitants.

The museum is located near the RK Narayanan memorial, which was unveiled in 2010.

Lewandowski scripts another dominating Bayern win over London club

Robert Lewandowski scored a double in Bayern Munich’s 3-0 win over Arsenal London in the UEFA Champions League on Wednesday. The match was played in Munich.

Lewandowski’s brace took his tally to 21 goals in all competitions for Bayern this season, and a total of 23 goals in all competitions for the German club.

London dreams

Lewandowski’s performance was backed up by his teammates, who also contributed to the win. The team’s victory was crucial for their Champions League campaign.

BCCI may start domestic season from Nov 19

The Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) has announced that the domestic cricket season may start from November 19.

The BCCI has been waiting for the completion of the Indian Premier League (IPL) before starting the domestic season.

Root hails Poms mental Stokes on brilliant chess

England’s Joe Root praised his team for their mental strength during the Ashes series. He said that winning the series was crucial for the team’s confidence.

Root also praised his team for their concentration and focus during the matches.

Serena fit and ready to play

Serena Williams has said she is ready to play at the US Open, which begins next week. The American tennis star has been struggling with a number of injuries in recent years.

Williams said she is feeling confident and is looking forward to the tournament.

Maiden name lashes laptop stealing wild boar

A Wild Boar in New Zealand has stolen a laptop from a house in the Auckland region. The boar was later shot and killed by police officers.

The boar had broken into a house and stolen a laptop, which it then took to a nearby river. The police were called to the scene and shot the boar.

Silverstone's 100th birthday

The iconic Silverstone Circuit celebrates its 100th birthday this year. The circuit was first used as a race track in 1949.

Silverstone hosted the first Grand Prix in 1949, and has since become one of the most famous circuits in the world.

Lewis Hamilton’s victory in the 2019 British Grand Prix was a special one, as it marked the 500th race at Silverstone since the first Grand Prix was held there in 1949.